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Abstract The article focuses on social-psychological aspects of the 
consequences of unemployment in Iran and its management 
mechanisms. With the population being over 80 million people, Iran’s 
current unemployment rate is 12.10%, the youth representing a 
considerable proportion of it. The research accentuates on such processes 
as the loss of knowledge, the loss of professional skills and social 
significance, proving that the longer Iranians stay unemployed, the more 
these problems deepen.  
 

Data about Iran’s weak capacity to retain talented youth and about the 
fraction of Iranian women involved in the country’s labor force are shown 
to prove the complexity of the population’s full employment. Absolute 
and relative indexes of unemployment in Iran and the trend line forecast 
of the number of unemployed Iranian people are being analyzed. 
 

 
 

Introduction 
 

At the end of 2017 Masoud Nili, the leading economist and economic 
advisor to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, gave an interview, where 
he mentioned unemployment as a serious challenge for Iran.1 Annually  
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the government creates more than 750.000 jobs. However, according to 
the latest data of the Statistical Center of Iran, about 3.2 million people 
are considered to be unemployed. After the Islamic Revolution of 1979 
a baby-boom in Iran led to an increase of population (see Graph 1).2 
 
 
Graph 1 .   Population of  Iran 
 

 
 
 
 

The rate of unemployment In Iran in the second quarter of 2018 
reached 12.10%,3 and Iranian youth represents a considerable 
proportion of this percentage (28.30%).4 If these young people do not 
find jobs in the near future, they will become a huge problem for 
Iranian pension funds. The unemployment of Iran leads to poverty in 
both rural and urban regions of the country. According to the World 
Bank’s latest research (of 2014), about 8 million people spend less than 
$5.50 daily, and 200.000 people spend only $1.90 per day in Iran.  
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Another important cost of unemployment is the structural damage 
done to an unemployed worker who loses his professional skills 
annually and (what is even worse) gets a psychological trauma that 
affects his mental health. Unemployment leads to the loss of the 
feeling of social significance (so-called “social crisis”) and fosters the 
growing sense of inequality. 
 

To understand the process of unemployment in Iran it is worth 
analyzing some key absolute and relative indexes.5 The calculations of 
the indexes are shown in the Table 1. 
 
 

Table  1 .   Absolute  and relative  indexes of  unemployment in  Iran 
 

 
 
Absolute basic increment 
In the years of 2010, 2013, 2016 and 2017 the rates of unemployment 
were higher than the rate of 2009. We may say that ten years after the 
economic crisis of 2008 Iran still has not overcome the problem of 
unemployment.  
 

 

Table 1. Absolute and relative indexes of unemployment in Iran!

 

Absolute increasement!

 

Relative growth! Rate of increase!

 Year!
The number of 

unemployed people!

 

 
basic! chain!

Basic!

(in %)!

chain!

(in %)!

basic!

(in %)!

chain!

(in %)!

2009! 2.731.655! -! -! 100! -! 0! -!

2010! 3.311.852! 580.197! 580.197! 121! 121! 21! 21!

2011! 2.590.305! -141.350! -721.547! 95! 78! -5! -22!

2012! 2.682.526! -49.129! 92.221! 98! 104! -2! 4!

2013! 2.910.191! 178.536! 227.665! 107! 108! 7! 8!

2014! 2.254.413! -477.242! -655.778! 83! 77! -17! -23!

2015! 2.728.323! -3.332! 473.910! 100! 121! 0! 21!

2016! 3.329.133! 597.478! 600.810! 122! 122! -22! 22!

2017! 3.153.613! 421.958! -175.520! 115! 95! -15! -5!

 !

 Absolute basic increment!

 In the years of 2010, 2013, 2016 and 2017 the rates of unemployment were higher than 

the rate of 2009. We may say that 10/ten years after the economic crisis of 2008 Iran still has not 

overcome the problem of unemployment. !

 Absolute chain increment!

 A serial increase of unemployment can be seen in the years of 2012-2013 and 2015-2016, 

but if we visualize these data, there will be a line of constant increases and decreases. One 

positive conclusion is that the rate of unemployment was reduced in 2017 by 175.520.!

 Relative basic growth (in %) and Relative chain growth (in %)!

 The highest relative basic growth of unemployment (in the period of 2009-2017) was 

witnessed in 2016, and in 2017 the chain relative growth shows a reduction of unemployment (as 

well as the absolute chain increment of 2017).!

 The values of the basic rate of increase (in %) and the chain rate of increase (in %) are 

also shown in the Table 2.!

 The average growth rate of unemployment of/in Iran is equal to 102%. This shows that 

the rate of unemployment grows up to 102% in average.!

 The trend line of unemployment of Iran is shown in the Graph 2. !

!
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Absolute chain increment 
A serial increase of unemployment can be seen in the years of 2012-
2013 and 2015-2016, but if we visualize these data, there will be a line of 
constant increases and decreases. One positive conclusion is that the 
rate of unemployment was reduced in 2017 by 175.520. 
 

Relative basic growth (in %) and Relative chain growth (in %) 
The highest relative basic growth of unemployment (in the period of 
2009-2017) was witnessed in 2016, and in 2017 the chain relative growth 
shows a reduction of unemployment (as well as the absolute chain 
increment of 2017). 
 

The values of the basic rate of increase (in %) and the chain rate of 
increase (in %) are also shown in Table 1. The average growth rate of 
unemployment in Iran is equal to 102%. This shows that the rate of 
unemployment grows up to 102% in average. The trend line of 
unemployment of Iran is shown in Graph 2. 
 
 

Graph 2 .  Unemployment rate  of  the population of  Iran aged 15  and above 
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With the reliability of 41% (R2 equal to 0.0413) the linear trend line in 
the graph above shows the predictable number of unemployed people 
in the interval of 2.900.000 - 3.100.000. 
 

 
Unemployment and related economic challenges 
 

Iran’s economy is going to face one more challenge in the near future. 
The problem is that university entrants do not choose humanities or 
the social sciences as their profile education. Profiles are mostly related 
to engineering, manufacturing, constructing, business, medicine and 
healthcare fields. As the statistics shows, in the spring of 2017, only 20% 
of university entrants (about 184.000 of 930.000) were admitted to 
humanities faculties. This warning sign may lead to an academic crisis: 
even if new workplaces are created annually, the country will have a 
small percentage of professionals from the humanities. 
 

Basically, no kind of study is carried out by the government, 
universities or the Statistical Center of Iran to determine the status of 
job market in terms of different fields; so the students choose their 
field of study without having any knowledge of its future employment 
prospect.  
 

There are no considerable data on job market status, job vacancies, 
student admission status, job seekers’ future employment prospect, 
and other key information of this kind, so the choices are not based on 
market demands.6 Students choose profiles of education in accordance 
of their interests. 
 

If we look through the Global Competitiveness Report (GCR) 2017-2018,  
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we may see that Iran was ranked 104th (out of 137 countries) in the 
component “capacity to retain talent”. This means that the country 
does not have special mechanisms of attracting talented residents, 
including youth, in various profitable and useful projects. With an 
average monthly net salary of 18 million rials (430 dollars) it is hard for 
young people to get married and create families. This leads to the rise 
of average marriage age, and according to the Statistical Center of Iran, 
it has been increased by three years (28 for men and 23 for women). 
 

Iranian women have a high literacy rate and they enter universities in 
practically the same number as Iranian men do. However, as you may 
see in Graph 3, the percentage of Iranian men who participate in labor 
force is four (and in some years, five) times higher than the 
participation of women. Note that the percentage of women who 
worked in 2011-2012 strictly declined from 33% to 17% in 2013 and 
remained like that with slight fluctuations until 2017. 
 

Graph 3 .   Labor force participation of  Iranian people  
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On February 7, 2016, at a national conference titled “Women, 
Moderation and Development” President Hassan Rouhani said: 
“Iranian women should play a significant role in politics and other 
fields. We should believe in women’s presence and capabilities and 
know that our country’s women can have roles in science, knowledge, 
economy, politics, and arts just like men”.7 
 

However, in the year 2017 the number of employed women was raised 
only by 0.2% (from 17 to 17.2). The rights of Iranian woman are limited: 
the way she gets dressed or gets involved in political and sports life; the 
amount of freedom she gets during her marriage or divorce period—
everything is strictly controlled. 
 

Nonetheless, Iran rejects any allegations that it is discriminating 
against women, saying it follows Sharia law.8 So, there is a considerable 
number of women and young people who are not involved in the labor 
force of Iran. What Iranian economic policy should do is to 
concentrate on the strengthening of the workforce from these two 
categories. Long-term unemployment among adults may lead to 
destructive consequences; however, unemployed youth might cause 
even more harmful repercussions. 
 
Another negative consequence of unemployment in Iran is the mass 
migration of the youth. According to the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the emigration of educated Iranians abroad has increased 
remarkably; every year, from 150,000 to 180,000 people leave the 
country behind, which is equivalent to a whopping 150 billion dollars’ 
worth of capital.9 
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Young people migrate to get education abroad and have a chance to 
stay and work there, though the process of migration consumes lots of 
time for potential migrants, as every migrant has to solve all legal 
issues with the embassy of the country where he wants to migrate to. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

Long-run poverty, social crisis, the loss of knowledge and professional 
skills of unemployed Iranian people can be considered as the most 
negative repercussions. These impacts deepen and lead to serious 
problems that encompass state and private sectors. This includes an 
academic crisis: the lopsided privilege of students learning 
engineering, manufacturing or medicine, above those who study social 
sciences or fields in the humanities.  
 

To solve this problem, the government should increase the number of 
those who study disciplines in the social sciences or humanities by 
offering full-funded scholarships for young people who have a wish 
and mental potential to study, but cannot pay for education. The 
Iranian government’s capacity to retain talented youth is not high, and 
this makes the problem of employment guarantees more complicated.  
 
The state sector should guarantee that newly graduated students will 
be offered jobs corresponding to their professions. To make it happen, 
the government should conduct a thorough analysis of the local job 
market and inform potential students about the results of the research. 
Thus, a considerable portion of state budget should be invested into 
the education of young talents, especially from urban areas of Iran for  
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them to get an opportunity to choose future professions based on the 
needs in the Iranian job market.  
 
Concurrently, jobless people lose the feeling of social significance, and 
their educational qualifications become obsolete. To avoid these 
problems, the government should open centers of mental health 
improvement, as well as develop re-qualification centers for 
unemployed Iranians.  
 

The participation of Iranian women in the labor force is low, but at the 
same time there is a high rate of females who have received bachelor 
and master’s degrees there. As a result, a vacant seat that could have 
been occupied, on a long-run period, by a potential worker in the 
Iranian job market, who would bring income to the country’s 
economy, is taken by a woman who will probably not work after 
getting married. It is worth increasing the scores needed for a female to 
get a fully-funded scholarship in order to avoid the waste of the state 
budget that will not be recouped after the woman’s graduation. 

 
 

Izabella Manukyan is a final 4th year student following a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Management, BS, under the supervision of Prof. Maria 
Sahakyan at the Institute of Economics and Business of the Russian-
Armenian University Yerevan, Armenia.   m.ibella.k@gmail.com   
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